PR EVE NTING R EN TER
FR A UD WITH I N S TA N T
ID V ERIFICATI O N

TH E S I TU A T I O N
The process of ID verification for prospective renters and guests to multifamily properties has long been broken.
The problem of fraud is real — up to 5% of renters provide landlords with fraudulent background materials — yet
the market has lacked a consistent technology framework to avoid this.
Background checks have traditionally been extensive and yet consistently incomplete; for multifamily operators,
the background check problem has been exacerbated by a basic inability to verify a prospect at the initial point
of contact (their first visit to a property), putting leasing staff (let alone current residents) at risk during tours
by allowing prospects to pass the first line of defense with a fake ID.
As an early-stage VC focused on multifamily and single family rentals, RET Ventures was well aware of the problem
this posed for property managers. In 2018, we identified a startup poised to deliver the industry a solution.

T H E S TARTUP :
CheckpointID presented a reliable out-of-the-box solution to the ID verification
problem in multifamily. The software is loaded onto an iPad kept in a property’s
leasing office, enabling instant ID verification at the tip of the spear. When a prospect
arrives for a tour, the leasing agent scans their government-issued ID. Through both
facial recognition and instant barcode verification, CheckpointID eliminates the
potential for fraud and can further flag attempted forgery.
CheckpointID was a compelling solution for owner-operators, who stood to see
immediate benefits in the form of reduced fraud and more immediate ID verification
prior to a formal tour or application. Limited competition also presented the
company with attractive growth prospects.
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T H E P ARTNERS H IP
RET Ventures led CheckpointID’s Series A round in 2018 and helped the company
scale rapidly. By leveraging our strategic investor base — many of the sector’s largest
owner-operators and property managers — RET helped foster relationships to fuel
CheckpointID’s business growth.
As CheckpointID’s only institutional investor, RET and our strategic investors served
as key development partners in the product’s growth. Notably, this included a timely
product development in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic that allowed prospects
to scan their ID remotely with the camera of a mobile device. As the industry shifted
en masse to self-touring, this innovation proved critical.
Within two years of its initial investment, 22 of RET’s strategic investors were utilizing
CheckpointID . Those relationships played a significant role in the platform scaling from
roughly 125,000 units in 2018 to more than 1.25 million units by September 2020.

THE S AL E
Less than a year after RET’s initial investment, CheckpointID was
established as an essential multifamily technology. The company
saw average annual growth over 200 percent in both 2018 and 2019,
with RET serving as the sole investor in a second funding round.
Adoption continued to soar after the onset of COVID-19, as leasing
teams sought a reliable solution to verify prospects virtually. Despite
the economic downturn, CheckpointID’s innovation and ability
to adapt allowed it to reach profitability in mid-2020.
The product’s continued success led to significant interest from
strategic acquirers. A frontrunner quickly emerged in global real
estate software solutions provider MRI Software, a strong buyer
with a complementary suite of solutions aimed at the multifamily
market, including applications for lead management and resident
screening. The sale was finalized in late 2020, and MRI announced
plans to add CheckpointID to its ‘MRI Living’ suite of products
marketed to residential leasing teams.

After 28 years working in the
multifamily space, I am so proud
of the path we took with CheckpointID.
RET has been our partner in not just
funding and the development of our
cutting-edge technology, but more
importantly, in gaining tremendous
access to a huge, influential group
of decision makers. All of that has led
the industry to embrace us and set
us on a growth pattern that allowed
us to find a first-class, strategic buyer
in MRI Software.
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STRATEGIC INVESTOR VALUE-ADD
22 RET Strategic Investors who
are CheckpointID clients
1,000+ properties owned or managed
by RET Strategic Investors
Sole VC investor, committing $3.2 million
to fuel platform’s growth

